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ABSTRACT.   In this paper, we construct examples of real-type prime

flows and study these examples in detail.  General properties of prime flows

are studied, with emphasis on proximality conditions and properties of auto-

morphisms.  Examples of prime flows which are not POD are shown to exist,

and results analogous to number-theoretic properties, such as a "unique factor-

isation" theorem, are shown to hold for prime flows.

0. Introduction. In this paper we continue the study of prime flows in the

direction initiated in [5]. Our thrust is twofold:  to enlarge the known examples

of prime (actually POD) flows by exhibiting prime flows with the reals as acting

group, and to generally study prime flows with regard to distinguishing various

classes by dynamical properties. With regard to the examples, it is clear that the

normal suspension of a discrete POD flow fails to be weakly mixing, and hence

is not POD. We show that the next simplest type of example, namely a flow

under a 2-valued function which is constant over two "intervals", does yield a

POD flow under a mild assumption on the function values. The methods involved

utilize extensions and refinements of the techniques of [5].

Our general study of prime flows was motivated by the detailed study of

these examples. The study centers around proximality conditions (or, equivalently,

minimal subsets of the product) and properties of the automorphisms. We first

show that there are classes of prime flows which are more general than POD flows,

yet enjoy many of the properties of POD flows that were developed in [5]. We

call these flows purely prime, and note that they arise quite naturally by consider-

ing the flow induced by a syndetic subgroup of a POD flow. Purely prime flows

are defined as a certain class of prime flows with every nontrivial automorphism

being point transitive. We show the relatively surprising result that this point

transitivity condition is equivalent to the fact that every other flow is either an

extension or disjoint from the original flow. This enables us to obtain generali-

sations for purely prime flows of many of the results in [5]. In particular, we
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prove "unique factorisation" of minimal «-fold products of purely prime flows,

and show that pairwise disjointness implies minimality of the «-fold product.

Hence, arbitrary products on distinct powers of a discrete POD flow are shown

to be minimal. Finally, general properties of prime flows are studied. It is shown

that the spaces are either connected or O-dimensional (and both cases do occur).

Moreover, every nontrivial automorphism of a prime flow has no equicontinuous

factors and no regular factors. These observations naturally lead to the conjec-

ture that the automorphisms themselves are prime.

1. An example of a real prime flow. First we establish some notation and

describe the construction of the flow in question.

Let iK, Ta) denote the flow consisting of the unit interval K = [0, 1), with

addition mod 1, and the rotation by or, 7^, with a irrational. Define a charac-

teristic function /: K —»• {0,1} by /(y) = X[0,ß) (?)» T e K, ß E K and ß £ Za,

and a sequence jc0 of 0's and l's by jc0(«) = fina), «GZ. Let S = Uz {0, 1},

o the shift on S and X = 0a(jco),the orbit closure under a of xQ E S.

Proposition 1.1 [9].  (X, o) and (AT, 7^) are minimal.  There is a homo-

morphism p: iX, o) —*■ iK, Ta), p(o"jc0) = «a, such that p_1(t) is a singleton

unless yEE = (Za) U (ß + Za), in which case p~l (7) consists of two points.

Moreover, i/p-1(0) = {*0, *„} and p~l(ß) = {y0, y0} with x0(0) = ^0(0) - 1,

then ¿co(0) = 70(0) = 0 and, for n^O, *„(«) = ¿c0(n) and y0Qi) = y0iri).

The flow in question is constructed as a special flow over iX, a) under a

functiong. We defineg: X—*-{ßx,ß2}by

gix) =
ßx   ifx(0) = 0,

ß2   ifx(0)=l,

where ßx, ß2 are positive real numbers, such that ßxlß2 £{(£, + na)Hk2 + na)\

kx, k2, n E Z}. Set Y' = {ix, t)\x EX,0<t< ¿(jc)} and let Y be the space

obtained from Y' by identifying pairs ix, gix)) and (o(jc), 0). Let {5f} denote

the flow on Y given by

Stix, s) = (o"x, s + t-gnix))   if-s + gjx)<t<-s+ gn+xix)

where for « > 0, gnix) = S^q giokx), for « < 0, gnix) = ~^lx gia~kx) and

g0ix) = 0. When convenient we will regard X as a subset of Y by identifying it

with the set {(x, 0)lx EX}CY. Let -n: Y —* X be the function nix, t) = x

i0<t<gix)).

Our main aim is to show that this flow is POD. We give the general defini-

tion of a POD transformation group in §2 (Definition 2.1). For this example we
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have to show that (Y, {St}) is minimal and weakly mixing and that whenever x,

y EY with x ¥= y there is a r # 0 such that Sty is proximal to x.

Proposition 12. (Y, {St}) is a weakly mixing minimal flow.

Proof. The minimality of any special flow over (X, a) follows from the

minimality of (X, a).

Let X be an eigenvalue of {St} with continuous eigenfunction h: Y—> K,

that is,

h(Sty) = e2niXth(y),     yEY.tER.

Let h denote the restriction of « to X (regarded as a subset of Y). Then h is

continuous and satisfies

h(ax) = e2niXsWh(x).

Now the points x0 and x0 are positively and negatively asymptotic so we can

find sequences (nk), (mk) with nk > 0, nk —*■ + <», mk < 0, mk —* - «>

such that

lim a"kxQ = lim o"kx0   and   lim am*x0 = lim am*x0.
k k k k

We also have that g(anx0) = g(a"x0) for n + 0. So for « > 0,

h(anx0)_   h(onx0)        h(ax0)

h(xQ)      «"(o""^,,)        Kx0)

KonxQ)        h(ox0)      ,. Ag,   .      ,- w
- 1-T--z—^ exp(2;r/Xfe(x0) -g(x0)))

h(a"-%)       h(x0)

h(a"x0)
= —-exp(27r/X(j32 - ß,)).

h(x0)

Letting « run through {nk} and taking limits we obtain

Ä(x0) = Â(x0) exp(2rr/X032 - ßx)).

Similar reasoning with « < 0 and using {mk} yields h(xQ) = h(x0). Therefore

exp(2ni\(ß2 -ßx))= 1, i-e- exp(2iri\ß2) = exp(2ïï/X[31) = 5 say. In other words,

h (ax) = oh(x) and h (o"x0) = h (cr"x0) for all «.  By similar reasoning we show

that h (o"y0) = h (o"J0) for all «.  Therefore there is a continuous function h:

K —► K such that « ° p = h . But then « is a continuous eigenfunction for Ta

and so 5 = e2nina for some n, i.e.

Xßx =na + kx    for some kx E Z,

X/?j = «a + k2   for some k2 G Z.
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So either X = 0 or ßx/ß2 G {(na + fcx)/(«a + k2): kx, k2n E Z}. The latter

possibility is excluded by the choice of ßx and ß2 and so {S,} is weakly mixing.

Define r. Y —> K by r(y) = pin(y)).

The next four lemmas will show that iY, {St}) has the proximality property

required in the definition of POD.

Lemma 13. Let yx, y2 EY,yx¥= y2, satisfy r(yx) - T(y2) E Za.  Then

there isa t¥=0 such that Styx is asymptotic {either positively or negatively) to

Proof. We split the proof into a number of cases.

Case 1. riyx) = riy2), n(yx) m n(y2).

Since yx =£y2 this means that there are tx, t2, tx ¥= t2 such that Stlyx —

ÍTt(yx), 0), St2y2 = in(y2), 0). Then Stl_t2yx is asymptotic (in fact equal) to

y%-

Case 2. r(yx) = r(y2), n(yx) ¥= niy2).

In this case {-n(yx), -n(y2)} = {ff"jc0, onx0} for some « or {n(yx), n(y2)}

— {°myo> °myo^ f°r some m- These are 311 treated in a similar way so we will

suppose that niyx) = onx0, Tt{y2) = anx0. Then there are tx, t2 such that

Stxyx = (a"jc0, 0), St2y2 = (a"jc0, 0). Using the double asymptoticity of

o"x0 and onx0 under a and the fact that giomx0) = giomx0) for m ^ 0 we can

assert that Stl-t2yx is asymptotic to y2 (negatively if « < 0, positively if n > 0).

We can, by similar reasoning, assert that Stl_t2+ßl_ß2y1 is asymptotic to y2

(positively if « < 0, negatively if n > 0). Note that as we 'pass through' the

points (jc0 , 0), (¿c0, 0) we have gÇcQ) - gix0) = ßx -ß2. Since one of the num-

bers tx -12, tx -12 + ßx - ß2 must be nonzero, we have the lemma in Case 2.

Case 3. riyx) - riy2) = ka,k¥= 0.

Then, without loss of generality, T~kriyx) = r(y2) for some k > 0, that

is pio~kTi{yx)) = p{n(y2)) so for some t < 0, pn{Styx) = pn(y2). So either:

iriStyx) = n(y2) in which case for some tx < -t we have that 5ri+iyx is as-

ymptotic (in fact equal) to,j>2, or: {n{Styx), n(y2)} = [anx0, onxQ} or

{n{Styx), it(y2)} = {amy0, amy0}. In this case there are two values of r for

which ST+tyx is asymptotic to y2. Choosing one value of t + t which is not

zero we have the lemma for Case 3.

We have shown the proximality property for those pairs of points yx, y2

for which Tiyx) - t(v2) G Za. We now go on to consider the pairs for which

this is not the case.

Define functions «: X x R —* Z and r : X x R —*■ [0, maxfj?!, ß2)) by the

equation

Stix,0) = ion<x't)x,rix,t)).
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These functions are, of course, not continuous. However n(x, t) is onto and non-

decreasing in t.

For a fixed pair of points x,yEX' we consider the difference n(x, f) -

n(y, t).

Lemma 1.4. nfy, f) -nfy,t)is unbounded as a function of t if p(x) - p(y) ^ Za.

Proof.   Assume that «(x, f) - n(y, t) is bounded. By definition

n(x,t)-l n(y,t)-l

t=    £     tio'x) + r(x, t),   f =    £    g(aiy) + r(y, t).

(We are assuming t > 0 here.) So

riy, t)-r(x,t) + n Z    g(a'y) if riy, ¿)>n(x,t),
i=n(x,t)

n(x,t)-l

Z     (g(o'x) - g(a'y)) = ( riy, t) - r(x, t) if riy, t) = n(x, t),
1=0

r(y,t)-r(x, /)-" Z    8io'y)  iSniy,t)<n(x,t).
i=n(y,t)

But if l«(x, i) - n(y, t)\<M then the right-hand side of the above expression is

bounded above by (M + 1) max {ßx, 02}and below by -(M + 1) max {ß1, ß2}.

Since n(x, t) is onto Z+ for t > 0 we have that S"r¿ (gfa'x) - £(ff'.y)) is bounded

for all n > 0.

However, denotingX{x(0)=o}by X0 andx{x(0)=i}byXi,wehave that£ =

0iXi + ß2Xo = (ßi~ 02)Xi + iV So

Z (Á°'x) -gia'y)) = (p\ - 02) "£ (Xl(a¡x) - x,(V.y)).
f=0 í=0

Now we are assuming p(x) - p(y) £ Za. If neither p(x) or p(y) G (Za) U

(ß + Za), then we have

z Griyx)-^))
(*) n-1

= (ßi~ ß2) Z X[o,zj)(pW + "*) - X[o,/i)(PO) + ia).
i=0

If either p(x) or p(y) E (Za) U (ß + Za), then we may eventually have either

n-l

z
1=0
Z Xiiff^-^o^OW + ia) = 1

or
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22-1

Z
1=0

r*      x

T. xiio'y)-xl0,ß)(ß(y) + ia) = i,

and (*) holds up to a constant. But the right-hand side of (*) is bounded only

if p(x) - p(y) G Za [5, Corollary 2.3]. So in either case, we have contradiction,

and the lemma is proved.

Lemma li. Let yvy2EY with r(yx) - T(y2) £ Za Then there is a t0

and (yx, y2) E O(St0yx, y2) with r(yx) - r(y2) E{w, w + a,w - a}, for any

wEK.

Proof. Let^ =in(yx),tx),y2 = (;r0>2), r2) and put r0 = f2 - tx.

Then, for t > 0,

TÍSr+rr/i) = tOi) + n(n(yx), t + t2)a,   T{Sty2) = r(y2) + «(7ri>2), t + t2)a.

So

^r+foJi) " 70V2) = ^Oi) - T02) + (nOCVi). t + t2) - n{n(y2), t + t2))a.

Since n(n(yx), t + t2)- n(n(y2), t + t2) is unbounded as a function of/and

changes in increments of ± 1, then its range contains either Z+ or Z~. Therefore

for any w G K we can find a sequence {tn) for which TÍStn+t(yyx) - T{Stny2)

—► w. We now choose a limit point (y1,y2) of the sequence (St +t0y> St y2)

and the lemma is proved. (Note that if zn —♦ z, T(zn) —♦ x, then t{z) = x or

x + a.)

Remark 1.6.   In Lemma 1.5 it is clear that we can choose f0 to satisfy

li01 < max {/3j, j32}.  For our next lemma we will need a lower bound on the t

involved in Case 3 of the proof of Lemma 1.3, that is, if tiyx) - r(y2) = ka, k

¥= 0, then there is a t # 0 such that Styx is asymptotic to y2. A careful reading

of the proof shows that as \k\ —*■ °° so also does Irl —► °°. Thus there is K such

that IkI >K implies Irl > max{/3,, ß2).

Proposition 1.7. Ifiiyx)-T(y2)$Za, then for some t¥=0,Styx is proxi-

mal to y2.

Proof.  By Lemma 1.5 there is a t0, \t0\ < max {ßx,ß2}, andyx, y2 E

0(StQylt y2) with r(y,) - r(y2) = ka where k is chosen to satisfy \k\ >K (see

Remark 1.7). Now, by Lemma 1.3, there is a t such that Styx is proximal toy2

and, by our choice of k, \t\> max {ßx, ß2}> Ir01. But then St+ t(jyx is proxi-

mal to y2 and Ii + r0l > 0. The proof is complete.

Proposition 1.7 together with Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 1.2 shows that

{Y, {St}) is a POD flow.
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Theorem 13.  A real POD flow is prime. Moreover for each t^O, the

discrete flow (Y, St) is prime but not POD.

Proof. These results will follow from general results in §2 (see Proposi-

tions 2.2 and 2.8).

Finally we note that our example is uniquely ergodic. This follows from

the fact that a special flow over a uniquely ergodic flow is uniquely ergodic. In

fact let (X, a) be uniquely ergodic with invariant measure p and let (Y, {St}) be

the special flow over (X, a) under a continuous function g. Define an invariant

measure p on y by

ifdU-fdf^Srfdtdß/hgWdß    (/GCOO).

For /G C(Y) define f E C(X) by f(x) = JJ<*>f(Stx)dt. Now fix y G Y, let

x = ity,y = S^x, 0 < t <g(x). For any T> 0 we can write T = g(x) + • • • +

g(onx) + tt,0<tt< g(on+1x). Then

fiT0KSty)dt = ̂ f(Stx)dt-S^f(Stx)dt + Jrr+7(S,x)<tt]

= f I Z f(°'x) -f0f(Stx)dt + i^JTf(Stx)dt]

_     n + 1      ZUsio'x)      1     ■

i=0

^>v)*-/0T/(v)4

Letting T —+ °° and using unique ergodicity of o we get

lim   i rf(Sty)dt = —l— -{fdp = JfdJL
T—>~ l J0 fgdp   J *

So it follows that (Y, {St}) is umquely ergodic with invariant measure p.

2. Classes of prime flows and their properties. In this section we will

study several distinct types of minimal prime flows. Recall that a flow is prime

if every factor which is not the 1-point flow is isomorphic via the given homo-

morphism to the original flow. This is equivalent to asserting that if R is an in-

variant closed equivalence relation (ICER) on X, then either R = X*XoiR =

A (the diagonal of X x X). With this definition, we ignore any group topologies

on the acting group and thus, from the viewpoint of factors, regard the group as
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discrete. Also it immediately follows that every prime flow is coalescent.

In general the categories of prime flows that we consider will be distinguished by

disjointness relations and various roles of the group of automorphisms of the flow

involved.

Throughout this section {X, T) will denote an arbitrary, not necessarily

minimal, transformation group, with X being a compact Hausdorff space and T

an abelian group. The words "flow" and "transformation group" will be used

interchangeably.

Definition 2.1. (X, T) is a POD transformation group if:

(i) for every t ¥* e, the discrete flow (X n*) is minimal,

(ii) if x, y G X, x ±y, then the orbit closure 0(x, y) D rt for some t ¥=

e, where Tt = {{z, zt): z EX] is the graph of it*.

Note that, since (X, T) is minimal, (ii) is equivalent to x and yt~l being

proximal. In the case of a real flow condition (i) is implied by weakly mixing

and minimality. Thus we see that the example in § 1 is a POD flow in this sense.

Many of the properties of POD integer flows, discussed in [5], easily carry

over. For example we have

Proposition 22. IfiX, T) is POD then iX, T) is prime.

Proof. Let F be an ICER on X with R =£ A. Choose a point (x, y) E R

with x # y. Then R D 0(x, y) D Tt for some t =£ e. Then R D {(w, wtn): w E

X,nEZ} and so by the rninimality of (AT, n*), R=X x X, and the proposition

is proved.

We shall now study several classes of flows which lie between POD and

minimal prime. First we give several definitions. We denote the automorphism

group of iX, T) by Aut(AT, T). Notice that the assumption that T is abelian im-

plies that each n* E Aut(AT, I).

Definition 2.3.   A transformation group iX, T) is

(i) type I if the smallest closed equivalence relation containing the orbit

relation is X x X,

(ii) type II if, for every x =»* y, there exists 0 G Auu% T) with 0 ¥= id and

0~1(x) proximal to v,

(iii) type III if for every 0 G AutCY, T) with 0 ¥= id, the discrete flow iX,

0) is type I.

Note that if we are discussing an integer flow (Z, 0) then we can replace

the orbit relation in (i) by the graph T^. Also if iX, T) is minimal, condition (ii)

is equivalent to 0(x, y) D T^.

Proposition 2.4.  (i) // (X, T) is prime then it is type III.

(ii) // iX, T) is minimal and types II and III then it is prime.  Thus, a

type II minimal flow is prime iff it is type III.
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Proof, (i) Let tyE Aat(X, T),ty^ id, and let ß be a closed equivalence

relation with ß D Ty. Since r0f = Ty (t G T), then Ty C O^jRt = ß0.

Since ß0 is an ICER and ß0 ¥= A, then ß0 = X x X by the fact that (X, T) is

prime. Hence R = X x X and we get the result.

(ii) Let ß be an ICER with ß # A. Choose a point (x, y)ER with x ^

,y. Then 0(x, y) O Ty for some ty E Aut(Z, T) with 0 # id, and so Ty C ß.

Since (X, T) is type III it follows that ß = X x X, completing the proof.

Later we will give an example of a minimal type III integer flow which is

not prime.

If (X, T) is POD, then it is both types II and III. This follows directly from

the fact that AutiX, T) = [n*: t E T). For if ty: (X, T) —*■ (X, T) is an endo-

morphism them Ty is a minimal subset of (X x X, T) and so Ty = Tt for some

t. Hence ty = it1 as required. A minimal type II transformation group is both

regular [1] and coalescent. So we see that, as in the integer case, a POD flow is

regular.

The above observation shows that one advantage that a POD transformation

group has over a minimal transformation group of types II and III is that the

type III condition is satisfied in the most obvious way, namely by minimality of

the nontrivial automorphisms. The next few results show that if we hypothesize

a weaker property (point transitivity) which still yields the type III property, then

we can recover many of the properties that POD transformation groups enjoy.

Definition 25. A minimal transformation group (X, T) is called purely

prime if (i)   it is type II, (ii) if ty G Aut(X T) with ty =£ id, then (X, ty) is point-

transitive.

It is clear that POD => purely prime =£> prime. Below in Proposition 2.8,

we will show that examples of purely prime, non-POD, transformation groups arise

naturally.

Proposition 2.6.  Let (X, T) be purely prime. If (Z, T) is minimal and

not an extension of(X, T), then (X, T) and (Z, T) are disjoint.

Proof. The argument follows the lines of [5, Theorem 4.3]. Let M be a

minimal subset in (X x Z, T). Since (Z, T) is not an extension of (X, T) we can

choose x,y EX, z EZ with x =É y and (x, z), (y, z) E M. Now 0(x, y) D Ty,

for some ty E Aut(AT, T), ty ¥= id. Since (X, ty) is point transitive, there is w G X

with Oy(w) = X. If (x, y)tn —* (w, ty(w)) and z0 is a cluster point of (ztn), then

(w, z0), (ty(w), z0) E M. Hence ty x id(/W) n M ¥= 0 and so tyn x id(M) = M for

every «. Therefore Oy(w) x {z0} C M and so X x {zQ} EM. The minimality of

(Z, T) now implies M = X x Z and so (X, T) and (Z, T) are disjoint.

Corollary 2.7. Let (X, T) be purely prime and (Z, T) minimal  Then:
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(i) {X, T) and (Z, T) are disjoint if and only if their only common factor

is the trivial flow.

(ii) // (Z, T) is also prime, then iX, T) and (Z, T) are either isomorphic or

disjoint.

Recall that S being syndetic in T means SK = T for some compact subset

A" of T.

Proposition 2.8. Let {X, T) be POD and S a nontrivial syndetic subgroup

of T.   Then iX, S) is purely prime and not POD.

Proof. We will first show that AutfX, S) = {nf: t E T}. Let W be a min-

imal subset of iX x X, S) and choose K compact with SK = T. Then WK is a

closed T-invariant subset of X x X.  Thus there is a minimal set M of {X x X,

T) such that M C WK. Since {X, T) is POD, M = Yt for some t. Pick xEX

and k'1 E K with (x, xt) E Wk~l and {xk, xkt) E W. Since {X, S) is minimal,

T, C W, and since T, is minimal in {X x X, S), W = Tt. Now if 0 G Aut(X S),

then r^ is minimal in{X x X, S). Hence T^ = Tt for some r and so 0 = 7r*.

This shows that (AT, S) has the point transitivity property of its nonidentity auto-

morphisms. Finally we show that (X, S) is type II. Let x, y E X, x + y. Then

0Tix, y)= Osix, y)K. By the POD property of {X, T), 0T(x, y)D 1\ for some

f#e and so by the first part of this proof, replacing W by Osix, y) we get rt

C Os{x, y). Therefore (X, S) is purely prime.

To show that iX, S) is not POD we note that if it were then we would have

{tt5: sES} = {it*: t E T}. However, iX, T) is freely acting since {X, n*) is min-

imal (r G 7). So this is not possible and iX, S) is not POD.

This proposition yields that for a discrete POD flow iX, <p), iX, 0P), p ¥*

± 1, is purely prime and not POD, and for a real POD flow (Y, {St}), each dis-

crete flow {Y, St) ,t ¥= 0, is purely prime and not POD. This observation to-

gether with Proposition 2.6 will be heavily used in proving theoretic analogues

for these flows, including a substantial generalisation of [5, Theorem 4.8].

One might wonder if any other weaker property on a prime transformation

group would yield Proposition 2.6 and other properties similar to POD transform-

ation groups. The next proposition somewhat surprisingly shows that for a prime

transformation group to satisfy Proposition 2.6 we must have the condition of

point-transitivity on the nontrivial automorphisms. Thus, for a type II minimal

prime flow, pure primeness is equivalent to the disjointness-of-nonextensions

property.

We shall use the algebraic theory of minimal sets as developed in [2] and

[4] to prove the above result. Thus, our minimal prime flow {X, T) will be rep-

resented by X = l()l, where 0 C C{M), M the distinguished minimal right ideal
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in ßT. Following the notation of [2], we shall work with the topology T induced

on M via the canonical map it: (M, T) —*■ (101, T). Sets of the form h(W) =

[q: q E M, W E q}, where «(1*0 is an O-neighbourhood of p EM, are noted there

to be basic T-neighbourhoods of p. Also recalling that 0 induces a topology

t(0) on G, we have that if a G G, (U, N) = { ß: ß G G and Uß D N ¥= ty}, where

h(U) is an O-neighbourhood of a and NEu,is r(ö)-open. We first note that the

restriction on jV is unnecessary.

Lemma 2.9.  Let T be abelian, h(U) a nonempty O-neighbourhood, and

VET with h(V) n M ±0. Then (U, V) has a nonempty T(0)-interior.

Proof.   Since G is T-dense, there exists a G intT h(U) and so h(U) is an

O-neighbourhood of a. We now follow the proof of [2, 11.14.1]. Choose / and

A as in this proof, and ß G G with ß G h(V). Setting K = G-(U, V) we have

that (fK, t) = 0 (t G V). Hence (fK,ß) = 0. Now if 7 G dsT(0)(Kß) =

(clsT(0) K)ß, then 7/r1 e clsT(0) K and thus fyß~l < fu, fy < fKuß = fKß.

Hence if, y) = (fy, e)<(fK,ß) = 0, and so 7 $ A. This shows that A C

(clsT(0)£)'p\ whence A/T1 C (clsT(0)K)' = intT(0)(t/, V). This completes the

proof.

We now proceed to the proof of the desired result. We let A be the group

of 0. Recall [2,11.18, 11.19] that every automorphism of (101, T) is associated

(up to A) with some a G G.

Proposition 2.10. Let (X, T) = (\0\,T)be minimal prime, X metric,

and satisfy the condition: if(Z, T) is minimal and (Z, T) 9» (X, T), then (X, T)

and (Z, T) are disjoint. Let ty G Aut(X, T) with ty ± id. 77ze« (X, ty) is point

transitive.

Proof.   Pick aEG such that a represents ty. Then ty # id implies a #A.

Let L be the subgroup of G generated by a, and K = clsT L. Then K is a t-

closed subgroup. We claim that AK = G. Otherwise AK Ç G, and the flow

(10(K)\, T) is not disjoint from (101, T) [2,18.7]. But then (\0(K)\, T) -*

(\Q\, T) and so K C A. This is impossible, since a Ç.A. Since chTf(¡yL = AK

by [3, Proposition 3.2], then clsT(0)Z, = G. Finally, let h(U) and h(V) be any

0-neighbourhoods. By 2.9, (U, V) has a nonempty 7(0)-interior, and so L n

(U, V) ±0. If a" G (U, V), then UoP C\V±0. This means that cPt E h(U)

for some t E V, and hence a"«^ n h(U) i=0. Since (X, ty) is represented by

(M, a) with the topology T, and X is metric, it follows that (X, ty) is point

transitive.

We shall shortly see in Proposition 2.11 that the metric assumption usually

holds.

On the basis of the examples we have examined, we make the following

conjecture.
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Coniecture A. If {X, T) is purely prime, and if 0 G Aut(X, T), 0 i=- id,

then {X, 0) is minimal.

We now return to the general consequences of primeness. The first result

concerns the topology of X.

Proposition 2.11. Let {X, T) be minimal prime.  Then:

(i) // T is o-compact, then X is metric.

(ii) X is either connected or 0-dimensional. Moreover, if X is O-dimension-

al and T is countable, then (X, 7) is expansive.

Proof, (i) Let /G C{X). Then if) = C(X), where (f) denotes the least

closed invariant subalgebra containing/. Now (f) is separable [6, Lemma 2.1],

proving this assertion.

(ii) Suppose X is not connected. Then X = BQ U Bx, where B0 and Bx

are nonempty closed-open subsets of X. Let 0 = Xb0 and define n: X —*

{0, l}r by nix) = (0(xr)lr G 7). Considering the transformation group

({0, l}7", 7) with ixt\t E T)s = {xts\t E T) (taking the product topology on

{0, l}r and ignoring any topology on T), it is easily seen that n is a homomor-

phism. Since n(X) is nontrivial then n is an isomorphism of {X, T) onto in{X),

T). Thus X is 0-dimensional. Finally, if T is countable, ({0, 1}T, 7) is expan-

sive. Thus iX, 7) is expansive and the proof is complete.

Note that in the case of T being the integers that both the connected and

0-dimensional cases do occur.

We now consider the dynamical properties of the automorphisms of prime

flows.

Lemma 2.12. Let {X, T) be minimal prime and 0 G Aut(X, 7) with 0 ¥=

id. Suppose n: {X, 0) ^> {W, 0), wiY« W nontrivial.  Then (X, 0) is isomorphic

to a subflow of the flow iWT, 0) with action 0(wf Ii G 7) = (0(wf)lr G 7).

Proof. Define p: X —*• WT by p(x) = in{xt)\t E T). Then clearly p:

(X, 7) ^* {WT, 7) is a homomorphism into. Since p(X) is nontrivial, then p is

an isomorphism and p(X) is homeomorphic to X. Moreover, p(0(x)) =

(77(0(x)r)lf G 7) = (7r(0(xO)lr G 7) = (0(7r(xí))lí G 7) = 0(p(x)), thus proving

the lemma.

Proposition 2.13. Let (X, 7) ¿>e minimal prime with X infinite and 0 G

Aut(X, 7) wirft 0 ¥= id. TTze« (X, 0) has no nontrivial equicontinuous factors.

Proof.   Suppose n: (X, 0) ~ (Z, p) and (Z, p) is equicontinuous. By

2.12, (X, 0) is isomorphic to a subflow of (Zr, p). Since {ZT, p) is equicontin-

uous so is this subflow, and hence (X, 0) is equicontinuous. Since (X, 7) is

type III (by 2.4) and since the orbit closure relation in an equicontinuous flow
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is an ICER, it follows that (X, ty) is minimal. Thus, (Z, p) and the subflow of

(ZT, p) are minimal. By regularity of equicontinuous flows this implies [1, The-

orem 3] that (Z, p) and this subflow are isomorphic, and hence (X, ty) is isomor-

phic to (Z, p). Now (Z, p), as an infinite minimal equicontinuous flow, has a

factor (W, 8) which is not isomorphic to it. But applying the above to nx : (X,

ty) ̂  W o), we obtain that (X, ty) is isomorphic to (W, 8). This contradiction

proves the result.

One might describe Proposition 2.13 as implying that (X, ty) is "weakly

mixing". Note that if ty is minimal, then since X is metric, we do obtain the

usual notion of weakly mixing, that is, (X x X, ty x ty) is point transitive. One

additional fact (which tends to support Conjecture A) is the lack of distal factors

under the assumption of point transitivity.

Corollary 2.14.  // (X, T) is minimal prime, ty G Aut(X T) with (X, ty)

point transitive, then (X, ty) has no distal factors.

Proof. If r. (X, ty)~(Z, p) is distal, then by 2.12 (X, ty) is isomorphic to

a subflow of (ZT, p) and hence is distal. Since (X, ty) is transitive, then (X, ty)

is minimal distal. However, the Furstenberg structure theorem than implies that

(X, ty) has a nontrivial equicontinuous factor, contradicting 2.13.

Based on this corollary and other examples, we make the following conjec-

ture (stronger than Conjecture A).

Conjecture B. If (X, T) is minimal prime and ty E kut(X, T) with (X,

ty) point transitive, then (X, ty) is minimal.

The proof of 2.13 also yields

Corollary 2.15.  Let (X, T) be minimal prime with X infinite and ty G

Aut(Z, T) with (X, ty) minimal.  Then:

(1) If(X, ty) ~ (Z, p) and Z is nontrivial, then (Reg(Z), p0) ~ (X, ty)

where (Reg(Z), p0) is the regularizer of(Z, p) [1], [2, p. 108].

(2) (X, ty) has no proper nontrivial regular factors (i.e. (X, ty) is regular

prime).

Proof. (1) By 2.12 (X, ty) is isomorphic to a minimal subflow (M, p) of

(ZT, p). Now if it: (Reg(Z), p0) ^> (Z, p) is the canonical map, then iiT:

(Reg(Z)T, p0) ~ (ZT, p). Choose (N, p0) minimal in (Reg(Z)r, p0) with itT:

(N, p0) ~ (M, p). By regularity (N, p0) - (Reg(Z0), p0) and so (Reg(Z0), p0)

— (X, ty) as required.

(2) Suppose jr: (X, ty) ̂ * (Z, p), with Z nontrivial and (Z, p) regular.

Then, by (1), (Z, p) — (Reg(Z0), p0) ^> (X, ty). Since regular minimal sets are

coalescent this means that it is an isomorphism and so (Z, p) is not a proper

factor.
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Based on this we make the following conjecture:

Conjecture C.   Let (X, 7) be minimal prime with X infinite and 0 G

Aut(X, 7) with (X, 0) minimal. Then (X, 0) is prime.

In summary, the following classes of minimal prime flows arise, each of

which contains the previous class: POD, purely prime, regular prime, prime. We

know that purely prime does not imply POD; it is unknown if prime implies reg-

ular prime or regular prime implies purely prime. It is also unknown if a minimal

flow of types II and III is purely prime.

In [5, Remark 3] the question arose as to whether a totally minimal flow

having only graphs of powers as minimal sets in the product is prime. We now

give an example to show that this is not the case. Let iY, 0) be a POD flow as

constructed in [5], and "split" another point not in the orbits of x0,x0, y0, y0

to obtain new points (z0, z0) and a new flow (X, p). Then we have:

(a) (X, p) is not prime, since iY, 0) is a nontrivial factor.

(b) Aut(X, p) = {pn: « G Z}, since 0 G Aut(X, p) Implies 0(zo, F0) G

OizQ, z0) U OizQ, z0) by double asymptoticity of (z0, z0).

(c) If x ¥= x,, Dix, x, ) D T „ for some «; since this is true for ÇY, 0) and

for the pairs (z0, z0), (z0, z0) we choose n = 0.

Note that our example is a minimal almost 1-1 extension (there are points

whose inverse image is a singleton) of POD flow. The next lemma shows that

such flows will always produce examples of this type.

Lemma 2.16.  Let iY, T) be a minimal almost 1-1 extension of a POD

transformation group (X, 7). Then iY, T) is totally minimal and has only graphs

rt as minimal subsets in iY x Y, T).

Proof.   It is direct to verify that a rmnimal almost 1-1 extension of a

weakly mixing transformation group is weakly mixing and hence totally niinimal.

Now let y, yx E Y. If p: iY, T) ~ (X, 7) and p(y) = p(y, ), then y and yx are

proximal and 0(y, yx) D Te. If p(y) ¥= pf>, ) then pO~iy, yx) D 000), p(yx))

D r,(X) for some t (#e). If p~l{x0) = {y0} then (y0, y0t) E 0(y, yx) and so

0(y, y\) D rt. This completes the proof.

Concerning the measure theoretic properties of prime flows, we have that if

(X, 0) is POD, uniquely ergodic and totally ergodic, then for « ^ 0 (X, 0") is

purely prime and uniquely ergodic. Now L. Shapiro has proved the following

(unpublished):  given a fixed irrational a, then for almost all ß, the POD flow ob-

tained in [5] is measure theoretically weak mixing (hence totally ergodic). On

the other hand there exist purely prime flows which are not uniquely ergodic.

This follows from an observation of Petersen [8, p. 229] that for some choices of

a and ß the POD flow (X, 0) [5] has -1 as a measurable eigenvalue. So (X, 02)
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is purely prime and not uniquely ergodic. It is unknown whether every POD flow

is uniquely ergodic.

3. "Number theoretic" properties of prime flows. We now consider ana-

logues of number theoretic properties for purely prime and POD transformation

groups. We first note that if (X, T) is POD and Sx and 52 are isomorphic synde-

tic subgroups of T, then either (X, Sx) is isomorphic to (X, SJ or (X, S2) is dis-

joint from (X, Sj). This follows immediately from 2.6 since both (X, Sj) and

(X, S2) are purely prime. In the case of discrete POD flows we can be more

specific, as the following generalisations of [5, Theorem 4.8] show.

Proposition 3.1. Let (X, ty) be POD.  Then:

(1) Ifm*0ïn,m¥=±n, then (X, tym) is disjoint from (X, ty").

(2) If(X, ty) is not isomorphic to (X, ty-1), then (X, tym) is disjoint from

(X, tyn), 0 ï m # « * 0.

Proof. (1) Suppose In I > Im I. We need only show there is no isomor-

phism ir:(X, ty") — (X, tym). Let such a it exist. Then since tyn has an nth root

it follows that tym has an nth root. Since Aut(X, tym) = {tyl:lEZ] (2.8), then

tyi" = tym for some / ¥= 0, and jn = m which is a contradiction.

(2) We need only show the result for pairs (m, -m)^ (0, 0). Supposes:

(X, tym) - (X, ty'"1). Then the graph T„ is minimal in (X x X, tym x ty~m) =

(X x X, tym x ty~m) = (X x X, (ty x ty'1)"1),

and is also first category inlxl   Now U/^o'W' x ^_1)7F„ is closed and

invariant in (X x X, ty x ty'1).   Since (X x X, ty x ^-1) is minimal by as-

sumption then U/^oH^ x ^-1)/rjr = X x X, which is a contradiction.

In general, we cannot show that for any POD flow, (X, ty) is not isomorphic

to (X, ty'1). However we conjecture that this is the case for the particular class

of POD flows discussed in [5].

We now go on to discuss properties of purely prime flows which are reminis-

cent of the properties of prime numbers.

Lemma 3.2. Let (X¡, T), i = 1,..., n, be purely prime flows such that

(Xl x ■ • • x X„, T) = (X, T) is minimal.  Then

1. The only minimal subsets of(X x X, T) are the graphs Ty1 x-x<t>„ ™

Tyxx • • • x Tyn where ty¡ E Aut(^., T).

2. Aat(Xx x • • • x Xa, T) - Aut(Zj, T) x • • • x Aut(^„, T)._

3. Ifx, y EX with xïythe Ô(x,y) DTy,ty± id, ty E Aut(J, T).

Proof.   We first consider the case n = 2. Let M be a minimal subset of

(X x X, T). Considering the natural projections prj : X x X —► Xx x Xt, pr2 :

X x X —*■ X2 x X2, then prj M is minimal in Xt x Xx and pr2M is minimal

in X2 x X2. Since the flows (Xv T) and (X2, T) are type II, then prj M =
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r01 and pr2M = T02 for some 0f G Aut(X,, T), i = 1, 2. So M C r01 x r02

= r01 X02. Since (X, 7) is minimal so is T01X02 and thus M = Tj,j X02,

proving (1). For (2), let n G Aut(X, T). Then Tn is minimal in (X x X, 7) and

so r„ = r(¡>1 X02. Hence n = <¡>x x 02 and we obtain the result. For (3), let x,

y E X, x + y and suppose Aj is the only minimal subset of 0(x, y). Then A^-j

is the only minimal subset of prj 0(x, y) = 0(xx, yx) and Ay2 is the only mini-

mal subset of pr2 0~{x, y) = 0(x2, y2) [x = (x,, x2),y =Jyx, y2)\. But, with-

out loss of generality, we may assume xx =£yx and hence 0(x,, yx) D T$x for

some id =2* 0, G Aut(Xj, 7). This contradiction imphes that 0(x, y) D M with

M minimal and M ̂  A^. Hence, by (2), M = r4,1 x<j>2 with <f>x x 02 =£ id.

For general n we obtain the results by a straightforward induction argument

modelled on the above.

The first result we obtain is reminiscent of the Unique Factorisation theo-

rem in number theory.

Proposition 33.  Let (Xf, 7), i = 1,..., n, by purely prime flows, each

X¡ metric, and with nontrivial automorphisms inducing minimal discrete flows.

Suppose iXx x • • • x Xn, T) is minimal.  Then the only factors of (Xx x • • • x

Tn,T) = iX,T)areiXh x • • • x Xis, T), 1 </, <•••</,<«.

Proof. We use induction on «. The result is trivially true for n = 1. We

assume the result for 1, 2,. .. , n - 1.

Let F be an ICER on (X, 7) with R # Ajf. Then by Lemma 3.2, R D 1^

with 0 = 0, x • • • x 0n * id, 0 G Aut(X, 7). Now for each 0,1= id, (Xf, 0f)

is rmnimal and weakly mixing (Proposition 2.13). Let 0/fc = id;fc with 1 </, <

• • -<js<n (s < n), and consider (Z, 0) = (Xftl x • • • x £*„_,, 4>kx x • • • x

0fc„_s)> where fcm =£/, for any m, /. It follows by [7, Theorem 16(2)] that (Z,

0) is weak mixing (one can also easily give a direct proof of this). Pick zEZ

with a dense 0-orbit. Fix w G X;i x • • • x X,s. Regarding (w, z) G X, then

0(w, z) = (w, 0(z)) and so ((w, z), (w, 0r(z))) G F for every r. By density of

orbit of z we have (w, j»)ei{ for every.yGZ. Hence (X/F, 7) is a factor of

(X;i x • • • x A) , 7). Since s < « we now use the induction hypothesis to com-

plete the proof.

Note that if T is a-compact the metric assumption follows by Proposition

2.11.

We now study the assumption of minimality of the «-fold product in Prop-

osition 3.3. Note that in general if we have 3 transformation groups which are

pairwise disjoint then minimality of the 3-fold product does not necessarily fol-

low: For example, let a and ß be rationally independent irrationals in [0, 1) and

consider the rotations on [0, 1) through a, ß and a + ß. These three flows are
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pairwise disjoint but the product of any two has the third as a factor showing

the nonminimality of the three-fold product. However, in purely prime flows

with minimal automorphisms, pairwise disjointness does yield minimality of

larger products.

Proposition 3.4. Let (Xt, T), i = 1,. .., n, be purely prime flows, each

X¡ metric, and with nontrivial automorphisms inducing minimal discrete flows.

Suppose that (X¡ x Xjt T) is minimal for i + J.  Then (Xx x • • • x Xn, T) is

minimal

Proof. By induction on «. The result is trivially true for « = 2. Suppose

we have the result for « - 1. Then (Xx x • • • x Xn_x, T) is minimal, and to

complete the proof we have to show that (Xn, T) is not a factor of (Xx x • • • x

X„_x, T) (Proposition 2.6). Now if (Xn, T) is a factor of (Xx x • • • x X„_x,

T) then for some/, 1 </ < n - 1, we must have (Xn, T) is isomorphic to (X¡, T)

(using Proposition 3.3 and primeness of (Xn, T)). However, by assumption (X¡ x

Xn, T) is minimal. So this is impossible and the proposition is proved.

We first apply these results to discrete POD flows.

Corollary 35.  Let (X, ty) be POD and consider integers k¡ ¥= 0, i = 1,

..., n, with k¡ ¥= ± kj for i ¥= j.  Then

(1) (X x • • • x X, 0*1 x • • • x tyk») is minimal

(2) The only factors of the flow in (1) are the obvious direct factors.

If, in addition, (X, ty) is not isomorphic to (X, ty'1) then (1) and (2) hold

for any k¡ ± 0, i = 1,..., n, with k¡ =¿ k¡ for i =é /.

Proof.   This follows immediately by Propositions 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4.

Corollary 3.6. Let (X, ty) be POD and consider any sequence of integers

(kn), kn # 0, with kn±±kmforn±m. Then (IÇ=1 X, n~=1 tyk") is minimal.

If, in addition, (X, ty) is not isomorphic to (X, ty-1), then we need only assume

Proof. (n~=1 X, n~=1 tyk") is the inverse limit of the minimal system

{(n^=1 X, n^=1 /"»)l« > 1} and hence is minimal.

Note that one can similarly prove that if (X¡, T),i>l, are purely prime

with minimal nontrivial automorphisms and if (X¡ x Xjt T) is minimal for 1 £/,

then (U"=xXi, T) is minimal.

We close with some observations in the case of a real POD flow (X, {St}).

If 0 =£ tx ¥= t2 =£ 0 then, by Proposition 2.6, either (X, Stl) is isomorphic to

(X, St2) or (X x X, Stx x St2) is minimal. We are unable, in general, to deter-

mine which case occurs. Suppose that ty: (X, Stl) — (X, St2). Then for / G ß

we have
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(05f0-1)5f2 = të&rf-1 = 05il5f0_1 = Sf2(0Sf0_1).

Therefore 0Sf0~1 G Aut(X, St2) = {Sr\rER}. Hence 0S,0_1 = Sv(t) for some

function r¡: R—+R. By the total minimality of (X, {St}) we can see that 77 is

one-to-one and so if there is one isomorphic pair then there are uncountably many

isomorphic pairs. It is also easy to show that 7j(r + s) = 77(f) + tj(s) for t, s ER

and î,(/Tj) = rt2 for rational r. If 77 were continuous then being an additive group

homomorphism of R it would take the form 77(f) — kt for some k ER and then

0 would be an isomorphism between the flows (X, {St}) and (X, {Sfci}). In

general we cannot prove continuity of 77, but under a certain condition, which

holds in our example of §1, we can prove continuity.

Lemma 3.7.   Suppose iX,{St}) has a pair of asymptotic points.  Thenrj

is continuous.

Proof.   Since 77 is an additive group homomorphism we need only show

continuity at 0. If r¡ is not continuous at 0, there exists e > 0 and a sequence

i„ —» 0 with lrj(r„)l > e. Since St/j —> id, SnUrj)x = 0SVn0_1x —> x (x G X).

Now if the sequence î?(f„) is bounded then we can choose a cluster point a and

we would get Sax = x (x G X) and lal > e. This contradicts minimality of (X,

Sa). So (tj(í„)) is unbounded. Since 77(-f) = ~7?(r) we also get Sv^tn)X —* x

and (??(-?„)) is unbounded. So we can choose subsequences, (s„), (u„) with one

a subsequence of {tn) and the other from (_f„) with Tj(sn) —* + °°, 17(11,.) —► -°°.

Now pick ix, y) asymptotic with x ¥=y. Then 5T)(Jn)(x, y) —+ (x, 7) and

St)(u„)(x> y) —► (x, 7) which contradicts asymptoticity. Therefore 77 is contin-

uous.

In the case when 17 is continuous, and therefore of the form 77(f) = kt, it

would be interesting to know what values k can take. One would expect the

values ± 1, are the only possibilities.
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